**Intro to SCLEROLOGY**

More Complex

Comparing Charts

Keeping Simple

**Disclaimer**

This webinar is not to be used instead of going to a competent doctor. I am not direct-ly prescribing medical advice or providing line of advice or any way to return advice.

In the event you use this information, which is only of theoretical value, you are morally do-ling for yourself which is still your constitutional right. I assume no responsibility.

I am independent in my attempt to educate the public. Although I do endorse over-the-counter products, I never take financial support from any health or herbal company for promoting their products.

I also believe it is a crime that we have to pay for the blood because there is a law that says that I cannot declare what changing your lifestyle and diet can do for your health, but I love this great country and will do my best to try to change their law, even if it brings disgrace with it.

I believe in science and truth. I suggest that you do not stop medication without guidance of a doctor. I say this not only because it has been shown, but because: I BELIEVE STOPPING MEDICATION WITHOUT THE GAMS OF A DOCTOR IS UPRIGHT AND NON-DANGEROUS.

If you would like to make healthy changes in my diet and my doctor was not willing to help you, you work with a competent medical practitioner. I suggest you find a doctor who values and respects his patient's rights and fire the doctor who would not!
Keeping Simple

Medial = Towards Middle of the Face or towards the nose

We are Beautifully and Wonderfully Made

We are Intricately Wired

Iridology Vs Sclerology
The Iris tells Genetics and the health History of the body. The Sclera is more fluid and changes quickly, indicating more what is going on presently.
Hence, they complement each other nicely.

The Sclera should be white & smooth
There are 4 basic signs in the Sclera

1. Discoloration
2. Deposits
3. Traveling Lines
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape

Discoloration
- Brown – toxic liver – melanin deposits – Chronic infection – WORK WITH LIVER
- Yellow – jaundice – bilirubin – WORK WITH LIVER
- Gray – not enough oxygen – Tissue Changes
- Red Wash – heart ~ outer = physical; inner = emotional
- Pink -- Alkalosis – Work with pH
- Blue – Normal in babies under 3 months, Older; lacking oxygen, iron deficiency and Venus congestion – Work with circulation and blood

Liver ~ Brown Coloration
Even more serious in a blue eye

Brown Deposits ~ Liver Toxins
Brown Deposits ~ Liver Toxins

Melanin ~ Liver hardening with bacteria involvement

Melanin ~ Liver

Melanin Liver
Depressed immunity
Lacking Oxygen

Grey and Border Cloud
Depressed immunity
Lacking Oxygen

Border Cloud
Lacking Oxygen
Depressed immunity

Gray Discoloration ~ Lacking Oxygen

Jaundice – Bilirubin in Blood - Liver
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Yellow Deposits ~ Liver ~ Jaundice

Liver Coloration

Red wash physical heart always in outside sclera

Red wash heart with yellow coloring
Red Wash ~ Medial ~ Emotional Heart

Pinkish Discoloration ~ Alkalosis

Bluish Tint ~ Baby or Lack of O2

Bluish Discoloration ~ Babies
There are 4 basic signs in the Sclera

1. Discoloration
2. Deposits
3. Traveling Lines
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape

Deposits

Pinguecula \(\text{piŋ-\text{-\text{gwek-yə-la}}\) – Fatty deposit in the sclera indicating poor digestion of fats…. Usually due to liver and/or gallbladder.

Pterygium \(\text{te-\text{-\text{rij-ē-əm}}\) – A benign tissue growth of the conjunctiva which sometimes spreads over the Iris. (Look if fed by blood vessels) … An irritant…possibly pH.
Pinquecula – Poor digestion of fats

Pterygium

There are 4 basic signs in the Sclera
1. Discoloration
2. Deposits
3. Traveling Lines
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape
Lymph

Glandular Fatigue

Stagnation

Heart Warning?

Adrenal~Thyroid

Glandular Inside ~ Medial

Thyroid ~ Adrenal

Thyroid ~ Adrenal
There are 4 basic signs in the Sclera

1. Discoloration
2. Deposits
3. Traveling Lines
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape
Let's Take a Break
Start Recording

There are 4 basic signs in the Sclera:
1. Discoloration
2. Deposits
3. Traveling Lines
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape

4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   Shows in either eye and positions
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape

Determine where the Line is basically heading

Where are the lines heading?

Where are the lines heading?
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris  
(of various configurations)

   a. Position  
   b. Proximity  
   c. Prominence  
   d. Shape

The Closer to the Iris ~ The More Serious the Problem
4. **Lines Pointing toward Iris** (of various configurations)

   Shows in either eye and positions

   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. **Prominence**
   d. Shape
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)

a. Position
b. Proximity

c. Prominence

• Fermentation
• Infection Pocket
• Toxic Lines
• Allergy Net
• Abnormal Tissue
• Blood Pressure Loop

- Encapsulation
- Healing Hook
- Healing Lines
- Saw tooth

Fermenting ~ Possibly Yeast Overgrowth
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
(of various configurations)

a. Position
b. Proximity
c. Prominence  Shows in either eye and positions

d. Shape
  • Fermentation
  • Infection Pocket
  • Toxic Lines
  • Allergy Net
  • Abnormal Tissue
  • Blood Pressure Loop
  • Encapsulation
  • Healing Hook
  • Healing Lines
  • Saw tooth
Infection Pockets

4. Lines Pointing toward Iris (of various configurations)
   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape
      - Fermentation
      - Infection Pocket
      - Toxic Lines
      - Allergy Net
      - Abnormal Tissue
      - Blood Pressure Loop
      - Encapsulation
      - Healing Hook
      - Healing Lines
      - Sawtooth

The Remember also: the closer to the iris the line goes, the more serious the condition.

The more tortuous the line the more serious the condition.

Stress Lines
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Stress Lines

Drug Pattern ~ Looks like a wave

Trauma Fork to Pituitary

Thyroid Fork ~ Thyroid

Pointing Toward Liver
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
(of various configurations)

a. Position
b. Proximity
c. Prominence

d. Shape
- Fermentation
- Infection Pocket
- Toxic Lines
- **Allergy Net**
- Abnormal Tissue
- Blood Pressure Loop

Shows in either eye and positions

- Encapsulation
- Healing Hook
- Healing Lines
- Saw tooth

Allergy Net ~ Fine Lines Around the Iris
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Allergy Net

Allergy Net
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
(of various configurations)

- Position
- Proximity
- Prominence

**d. Shape**
- Fermentation
- Infection Pocket
- Toxic Lines
- Allergy Net
- Abnormal Tissue
- Blood Pressure Loop

- Encapsulation
- Healing Hook
- Healing Lines
- Sawtooth

Notes:
- Shows in either eye and positions

- Stagnation

- Blood Pressure Loop
  - Looks like a Toxic line

Images:
- Allergy Net
- Abnormal Tissue
- Blood Pressure Loop
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
(of various configurations)

a. Position
b. Proximity
c. Prominence

d. Shape
- Fermentation
- Infection Pocket
- Toxic Lines
- Allergy Net
- Abnormal Tissue
- Blood Pressure Loop

- Encapsulation
- Healing Hook
- Healing Lines
- Saw tooth

The loop can also indicate high blood pressure.

Parasites?
4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
   (of various configurations)

   a. Position
   b. Proximity
   c. Prominence
   d. Shape
      • Fermentation
      • Infection Pocket
      • Toxic Lines
      • Allergy Net
      • Abnormal Tissue
      • Blood Pressure Loop
      • Encapsulation
      • Healing Hook
      • Healing Lines
      • Saw tooth

Healing Lines
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Healing Hook?
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Healing Hook?
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Healing Lines
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4. Lines Pointing toward Iris
(of various configurations)

a. Position
b. Proximity
c. Prominence

- Fermentation
- Infection Pocket
- Toxic Lines
- Allergy Net
- Abnormal Tissue
- Blood Pressure Loop
- Encapsulation
- Healing Hook
- Healing Lines
- Saw tooth

Saw tooth
Extremely Serious
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